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1

Centre for Global Education

The Centre for Global Education was established in 1986 to provide education services that enhance
awareness of international development issues. Its central remit is to provide learning that enables
individuals and organisations to address the root causes of poverty, inequality and injustice at local and
global levels. The Centre’s resources and training programmes enable learners to understand the cultural,
economic, social and political influences on our lives that result from our growing interdependence
with other countries and societies. They also provide the skills, values, knowledge and understanding
necessary to facilitate action that will contribute to poverty eradication both locally and globally.

The Centre for Global Education’s main aims are to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Act as a resource for research and education on global issues;
Support the work of groups and organisations that foster social and economic equality at all levels;
Facilitate networking and co-operation with relevant agencies and groups;
Provide training and resources on development issues;
Encourage the use of development education methodologies to bring about change at a local and
global level;
Network with partner organisations that share our values and commitment to social justice and
equality;
Enable action that addresses the root causes of poverty and injustice, locally and globally.

The Centre’s Values are as follows:
•
•
•
•

Partnerships with individuals and organisations working to create an equal and just world.
Enablement of effective action to challenge global inequality and injustice.
Ensuring our work is informed by the needs and ideas of the global South.
Promoting active learning in all our work.

Contact details
For further information on the Centre for Global Education please contact:
Information Officer
Centre for Global Education
9 University Street
Belfast
BT7 1FY
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Tel: 		
E-mail: 		
Web Site:
Facebook:
Twitter: 		
E-bulletin:

(0044) 2890 241 879
info@centreforglobaleducation.com
www.centreforglobaleducation.com
https://www.facebook.com/centreforglobaleducation
https://twitter.com/CGEbelfast
http://www.centreforglobaleducation.com/ebulletin
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Policy and Practice: A Development Education Review

Policy and Practice: A Development Education Review is a bi-annual, peer reviewed, open access journal which
aims to enhance capacity in the development education (DE) sector locally and internationally by sharing good
practice, supporting research and strengthening debate in DE. Over the past 17 years, 33 issues of the journal
have been published on the journal’s web platform: www.developmenteducationreview.com. Each issue
of the journal is constructed around a theme chosen by an Editorial Group which also assists with the peer
reviewing of articles. The strategic aims of the journal are to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provide a space for practitioners to critically reflect on their practice;
Discuss the main challenges faced by development education practitioners;
Celebrate and promote good practice in development education;
Debate the policy environment in which development education is delivered;
Share new research in development education;
Strengthen links between development education and related adjectival
educations such as human rights and sustainable development.

In 2021, the Policy and Practice web site received 220,000 unique visitors and
250,000 in total from the global North and South. The top 10 visitor countries to
the web site on the basis of pages viewed from January to December 2021 were the following:
Countries

Number of Pages viewed

USA

120,685

Philippines

42,206

India

41,117

Britain

29,994

Russia Federation

14,675

Canada

13,241

Ireland

12,431

Sweden

9,917

South Africa

8,886

Germany

8,230

The journal content is disseminated by EBSCO which is a United States-based provider of research databases,
e-journals, magazine subscriptions, e-books and discovery service to libraries of all kinds. This has supported
the dissemination of journal content to academic institutions across the world. The journal has also been
accepted by Scopus, an abstract and citation database launched in 2004 which covers nearly 36,377 titles
from approximately 11,678 publishers. The journal is also a publisher member of the Directory of Open
Access Journals (DOAJ) which is ‘a community-curated online directory that indexes and provides access to
high quality, open access, peer-reviewed journals’. All of these journal directories enhance the promotion
and dissemination of the journal and ensure its content supports teaching, learning and research.
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Journal Citations
One of the qualitative methods used to evaluate the impact of the journal on research and practice involves
monitoring the number of citations generated by Policy and Practice articles in other books and journals,
and in articles published by Policy and Practice itself. The citation database was updated in May 2021 and
showed that a total of 3,143 citations had been generated by journal articles; 339 citations were created
in Policy and Practice articles and 2,804 in other journals and books. This total represented an increase of
579 on 2020. The citations have appeared in 472 journals and 248 books covering a range of academic
disciplines and subject areas reflecting the multi-disciplinary nature of the journal’s content. The research
on citations also showed that Policy and Practice articles have been cited in 318 theses, dissertations and
academic papers which reflects the extent to which the journal is supporting new research in higher
education. Citations were also found in 86 non-governmental organization publications which suggests
that Policy and Practice has managed to sustain a strong level of readership in the NGO sector as well as
academia. The citations database is available here.
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3	Aims of the Seminar
This seminar was organised to present and debate the content of Issue 33 of the Centre for Global
Education’s bi-annual, open access, peer reviewed journal Policy and Practice: A Development Education
Review. The theme of this issue is ‘Development Education and Social Justice’ which takes stock of one of
the cornerstones of development education, social justice, at a time when it is being assailed by the triple
interlocking global threats of inequality, the COVID-19 pandemic and the climate emergency. Three of the
articles published in Issue 33 were presented at this seminar and addressed the delivery of development
education in the following contexts: pre-service education in Japan; Continuing Professional Development
(CPD) in post-apartheid South Africa; and ethical communications among international development
NGOs in Ireland. The seminar enabled authors to debate their articles with readers and facilitate discussion
on good practice in development education. Each speaker presented their article for 10-15mins followed
by questions.
The three papers presented at the seminar were:
•

Anti-Oppressive Global Citizenship Education Theory and Practice in Pre-Service Teacher Education
Shawna M. Carroll

•

Why Opposites Don’t Always Attract: Reflections on Binaries and Their Implications for Decolonising
Development Communications and Education
Eilish Dillon

•

Empowering Teachers as Agents of Social Cohesion: Continuing Professional Development in PostApartheid South Africa
Joyce Raanhuis

The Speakers / Facilitator were:
Gertrude Cotter (Chair)
(Lecturer, Centre for Global Development, University College Cork and Academic Coordinator of Praxis:
Development and Global Citizenship Education)
Shawna M. Carroll
(Senior Assistant Professor, Graduate School of Education, Okayama University, Japan)
Eilish Dillon
(Head of Department, Maynooth University Department of International Development, Ireland)
Joyce Raanhuis
(Doctoral student, Centre for International Teacher Education, Cape Peninsula University of Technology,
South Africa)

The recording of the seminar is available
https://drive.google.com/file/d/10mYCngTHhS9LDNAYvKyGt1cBSyhx9u22/view?usp=sharing
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7 Presentation on Policy and Practice: A Development
Education Review
Policy and Practice Special 15th
Anniversary Special Edition
This is a special commemorative, fifteenth
anniversary collection of the Centre for Global
Education’s bi-annual, peer reviewed and open
access journal Policy and Practice: A Development
Education Review. The journal celebrates and
promotes good practice in development education;
a radical and transformative educational process
that empowers the learner to become actively
engaged in efforts to eradicate poverty in justice
both locally and globally. Since 2005, Policy and
Practice has become an articulate vehicle for
debating inequalities within and between the
global North and South, and for encouraging active
engagement with the issues underpinning poverty
and injustice. This special collection carries articles
by leading scholars in the field who debate issues on
the cutting edge of development education practice
and the policy environment in which it is delivered.
Policy and Practice debates and affirms the
transformative capacity of education to create a
more just and equal world and this is an essential
collection for anyone interested in exploring the role
of education as a means toward progressive social
change. It contains 32 articles on a wide range of
topics including: climate change, migration, gender,
Latin America and human rights. The contributors
include: Vanessa Andreotti, Douglas Bourn, Su-ming
Khoo, Sarah Stein, Alejandra Boni and David Selby.
Edited by: Antonella Acinapura, Niamh Gaynor,
Bernie Grummell, Su-ming Khoo, Mags Liddy,
Benjamin Mallon, Gabriela Martínez Sainz, Gerard
McCann and Stephen McCloskey.

March 2021, ISSN: 1748-135 X | 400 pages | 140mm x 215mm |Price £14.00 | €16.00 | $19.00 plus P&P
Publisher: Centre for Global Education.
Available to buy at: https://publications.centreforglobaleducation.com/
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8 Presenters/Facilitators
Gertrude Cotter is a Lecturer at the Centre for Global Development, University College Cork. She lectures
in the field of Development and Global Citizenship Education. She is the academic coordinator of the
Praxis Project, UCC’s flagship project aiming to promote and integrate Development and Global Citizenship
Education across the university. This project is based at the Centre for Global Development. She is also the
co-academic coordinator of ‘Id Est’ a project which introduces student teachers to Development Education.
In addition, she presents the Global Hub Radio Programme at Community Radio Youghal.

Shawna M. Carroll is a Senior Assistant Professor at Okayama University in the Graduate School of
Education. Before arriving in Japan, Shawna completed her teacher training from Kindergarten to Grade
12 in Ontario, Canada, and also taught at the postsecondary level within education and women and gender
studies departments. Her research expertise focuses on anti-oppressive and anti-colonial English teaching
and research methods. Most recently, Shawna is the author of Anti-Colonial Book Clubs: Creating a Different
Kind of Language for a New Consciousness (2021) and co-author of How Discomfort Reproduces Settler
Structures: Moving Beyond Fear and Becoming Imperfect Accomplices (2020).

Eilish Dillon is Head of Department at the Maynooth University Department of International Development.
She has a long-standing interest in discourses and representations of development, in critical global
education and in transformative pedagogies. She has facilitated development education and development
studies programmes and courses in various contexts since the 1990s.

Joyce Raanhuis is a doctoral student at the Centre for International Teacher Education (CITE), Cape
Peninsula University of Technology (CPUT) in Cape Town, with a background in Migration Studies from the
University of Sussex, UK. Her doctoral research focuses on the role of teacher professional development
programmes for social cohesion in the field of education in post-apartheid South Africa. Furthermore, her
research interests include post-conflict education, social justice, and migration. Centre for International
Teacher Education, Cape Peninsula University of Technology, Mowbray, 7700, South Africa. E-mail: Joyce.
Raanhuis01@gmail.com
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The Centre for Global Education (CGE) is a development non-governmental
organisation that provides education services to increase awareness of international
development issues. Its central remit is to promote education that challenges the
underlying causes of poverty and inequality in the developing world and effect
action toward social and economic justice.
The Centre equips individuals and organisations to understand the cultural,
economic, social and political influences on our lives that result from our growing
interdependence with other countries and societies. It also provides learners with
the skills, values, knowledge and understanding necessary to facilitate action that
will contribute to poverty eradication both locally and globally.
Centre for Global Education
9 University Street
Belfast
BT7 1FY
Tel: 		
(0044) 2890 241 879
E-mail: 		
info@centreforglobaleducation.com
Web Site:
www.centreforglobaleducation.com
Facebook:
http://facebook.com/centreforglobaleducation
Twitter:
@CGEbelfast
Subscribe to our E-Bulletin: www.centreforglobaleducation.com/ebulletin
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